
DIY is a big N-O 
when it comes to SASE
SASE (Secure Access Service Edge) promises to deliver consistent security 
and enhance the user experience no matter the device or the users’ location. 
It does this by converging networking and network security functions and 
shifts them toward an as-a-service (aaS) cloud edge model. 

Is SASE too good to be true?
There is one major hurdle when it comes to fully achieving all the 
benefits SASE has to offer: a reliable convergence of products.

A complete SASE solution incorporates individual 
technologies that aren’t quite fully integrated:

With so many disparate pieces, do-it-yourself (DIY) SASE could turn out to be a nightmare 
when working with a variety of vendors.

Together, i-Virtualize and Cisco have already converged everything 
you need (even IoT) onto one platform to ensure your SASE success. .

i-Virtualize and Cisco take the complexity out of every step of your SASE journey with open APIs for seamless 
integration across Cisco technologies and third-party systems. 

It may seem simpler to do it yourself, but taking a variety of solutions, from a variety of vendors, and 
trying to mold them into a SASE architecture that not only delivers, but also pays off, is another thing.  

SD-WAN networking

Managing evolving SASE expectations

Provide consultation to help you
map out your SASE journey

Deliver support so you get more 
out of your investment

Reduce SASE complexity to extend 
your SASE lifecycle

Deliver hassle-free and cost-effective 
solutions for your business 

Integrates with existing infrastructure

Meet regulatory compliance needs

Getting buy-in and support

Missing pieces with multiple vendors

Compromising on consolidation

Proven integrated solution that delivers 
as promised.

Integrates easily into your existing 
infrastructure—or i-Virtualize will help you 
find a better alternative.

Ensures you are in, and stay in, compliance 
to meet regulatory standards.

i-Virtualize and Cisco work with you to 
develop a roadmap for success.

Get everything you need with one solution 
provider—i-Virtualize—and in one 
solution—Cisco.

Effective SASE solution that is truly 
consolidated, without having 
to compromise.

Security stack of technologies, including 
firewall, SWG, CASB, and ZTNA

As-a-service cloud edge model

i-Virtualize and Cisco get SASE

A SASE Powerhouse

DIY doesn’t work

Challenge Cisco SASE

$

Secure Access Network Framework Service

Schedule a consultation to learn more about how i-Virtualize and Cisco can put all the SASE pieces 
together to fit your business. 

Schedule a Consultation

https://www.i-virtualize.com/contact-us/

